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Abstract

This white paper studies the two major incentive mechanisms which provide for the security and

immutability of the Bitcoin blockchain: block rewards and transaction fees. We examine the role

such incentives play in providing the resilience of the Bitcoin blockchain to blockchain reorganiza-

tion and denial of service attacks, and the sources of blockchain security in the context of emerging

off-chain payment methods. Machine-to-machine / Internet of Things payments are also exam-

ined due to the enabling impact blockchain technology could have in organizing the decentralized

economy. Lastly, we present a methodology for estimating the aggregate transaction fees over the

Bitcoin network in the medium term based on existing and emerging Bitcoin applications.
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The Bitcoin blockchain possesses an append-only property: once a transaction is added into the

chain of blocks, it is economically very costly to remove it (that is, to reverse a transaction in order

to perform a double-spend). The cost to remove a transaction from the blockchain increases with the

number of transaction confirmations [1, 2]. (The number of confirmations for a transaction is the num-

ber of blocks on the blockchain including the block containing the transaction and all later blocks. For

transactions not yet included into a block, the number of confirmations is 0.) In order to perform a

double-spend, an attacker needs to reorganize the blockchain by replacing all blocks including and af-

ter the block containing the transaction that the attacker attempts to reverse. However, adding blocks

is made computationally expensive by using the proof of work consensus algorithm, which secures

the blockchain from reorganizations.

In the paper, we use the termmining to refer to the process of solving computationally expensive

puzzles associated with the proof of work consensus algorithm. The role of mining in the Bitcoin

ecosystem is providing security of the blockchain and notarizing users’ transactions according to the

predefined set of rules (the Bitcoin protocol) in exchange for a fee. Thus, Bitcoin miners could be

called Bitcoin notaries. Notaries on the Bitcoin blockchain perform two tasks: mining and transaction

processing. Neither of these tasks depends on the other one:

• transaction processing is performed by all full nodes in the Bitcoin network, of which miners

constitute a small part

• mining could be performed without transaction processing in a subtype of SPV mining [3] (this

type of mining is inherently dangerous, as the miner cannot fully validate the contents of re-

ceived blocks).

Therefore, “notary” is a more specific term than “miner” or “transaction processor”.

Since 2013, bitcoin mining is performed with specialized hardware (utilizing application-specific

integrated circuits or ASICs), with individual miners aggregated into large mining pools. Bitcoin no-

taries are incentivized with two revenue streams:

• block rewards – each new block contains an algorithmically determined reward (25 bitcoins as

of time of the writing), which is collected by the miner of the block

• transaction fees associated with transactions in the block.

In the long term, these revenue streams are aligned with the value of bitcoins. Therefore, according to

game theory, long-term notaries’ goals are alignedwith the users’ goals to increase ormaintain bitcoin

value.

We examine the sources of the notaries’ incentives in Section 1. In Section 2, we consider off-chain

transactions and the manner in which they may influence the Bitcoin ecosystem. We estimate the

transaction volumes and fees in the short to medium term (by 2020–2025) in Section 3.
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1 Sources of Notarial Incentives

1.1 Block Rewards

A fixed amount of bitcoins (block reward) is created with each new block of transactions. This amount

is claimed in the first transaction of a block and is determined algorithmically based on the height of

the block in the blockchain [4]. The reward halves every 210,000 blocks (approximately 4 years), which

assures the limited total supply of bitcoins of 21 million. Initially, the block reward was 50 bitcoins; it

was halved to 25 bitcoins on November 28, 2012. The next halving is expected to occur in July 2016 [5].

Block rewards can be viewed as a (controlled) inflation subsidy paid by Bitcoin users to Bitcoin

notaries (Fig. 1). As of 2015, the annual inflation of the Bitcoin monetary supply is approximately

9%. By 2025, the annual Bitcoin inflation will be below 1%. Although the monetary base of Bitcoin

is increasing, the demand for bitcoins is growing faster as evidenced by the increasing velocity of

bitcoins. Thus, the growth of the Bitcoin supply is not excessive.
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Figure 1: Increase of the Bitcoin’s monetary supply. The rate of increase is defined as the increase of the Bitcoin

supply per year divided by the Bitcoin supply at the beginning of the year.

With the role of block rewards steadily diminishing, transaction fees are expected to play an in-

creasing role in incentivizing Bitcoin notaries to continue mining and transaction processing in order

to provide network security.

1.2 Transaction Fees

A transaction fee can be included into any Bitcoin transaction; the fee provides an incentive to Bitcoin

notaries to include the transaction in a block [6]. If a user wants the transaction to be confirmed (i.e.,

included into a block) faster, he would need to pay a higher fee.
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Each Bitcoin transaction consists of inputs and outputs. Each input references an unspent output

of a previous transaction recorded on the blockchain. From a technical standpoint, a transaction fee

is the sum of values of all inputs of the transaction minus the sum of values of all outputs created by

the transaction. For example, if a transaction has a single input with the value of 1 bitcoin and creates

two outputs with the values of 0.6 bitcoins and 0.3998 bitcoins, then the transaction fee is

1− 0.6− 0.3998 = 0.0002 bitcoins.

Transaction fees influence how transactions propagate across the Bitcoin network. There is a tun-

able parameterminrelaytxfee of the default Bitcoin client (Bitcoin Core), which determines the mini-

mum possible fee amount per kilobyte of transaction size; transactions with lower fee are considered

spam and are not propagated by a Bitcoin node. The threshold is determined by rounding the trans-

action size in thousands of bytes up to the nearest integer:

⟨Fee threshold⟩ = ⌈⟨Size in bytes⟩/1000⌉ · ⟨minrelaytxfee⟩.

By default, minrelaytxfee equals 0.01 millibitcoins, or 1000 satoshis (1 satoshi = 10−8 bitcoins; it is

the atomic unit of Bitcoin value). This value can be changed by the user operating the node. If the size

of a transaction is 999 bytes, then theminimum transaction fee with the defaultminrelaytxfee is 1000

satoshis; if its size is 1001 bytes, then the threshold is 2000 satoshis. Most Bitcoin wallets currently set

the default transaction fee to 10000 satoshis per kilobyte; usually, the fee value can be changed by the

user. Several Bitcoin-related websites, such as BlockTrail [7], provide a service allowing Bitcoin users

to estimate the necessary fee to include a transaction into the next block. As a typical transaction does

not exceed 1000 bytes in size, the default fee implies an extra payment for a single transaction of about

3 cents based on a bitcoin exchange rate of $300 per 1 bitcoin. In the future, most wallets are expected

to implement smart transaction fee logic similar to the estimatefee RPC method in Bitcoin Core [8];

the method estimates the optimal transaction fee based on transactions recently removed from the

pool of unconfirmed transactions.

The transaction fee per thousand bytes plays a crucial role in determining the order inwhich trans-

actions are included into a block by Bitcoin notaries. When creating a block, the notary sorts all un-

confirmed transactions he has verified and placed into his transaction pool (mempool) by decreasing

transaction fee per kilobyte and includes into the block the transactions with the highest value of this

parameter. Thus, transaction fees help mitigate denial of service attacks on the Bitcoin network.

The Bitcoin notary can reserve a certain space in a block for high-priority transactions, i.e. trans-

actions with a large amount of transferred bitcoins (or, more specifically, their coin age) normalized

for the transaction size. Coin age of a transaction input is calculated as its value multiplied by the age

(the number of confirmations) of an unspent output that the input is referencing [6]. (For example,

if a transaction input references the unspent output that has been created by a transaction with 10

confirmations, the age of the input is 10.) Coin age of a transaction is the sum of coin ages of its inputs.

Thus, the priority of a transaction is

Priority(T ) =
1

Size(T )

∑
In∈T

Value(In) · Confirmations(In)
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Consider a transaction T with the size of 500 bytes and two inputs:

• 1 bitcoin with 10 confirmations

• 0.5 bitcoins with 30 confirmations.

The priority of T is

Priority(T ) = (1 · 10 + 0.5 · 30)/500 = 0.05 BTC / byte.

The threshold for high priority values is 0.576 BTC / byte, which corresponds to a transaction with a

single day-old 1 BTC input and a size of 250 bytes.

Reserving the space for high-priority transactions is optional, and the default amount of allocated

space is quite small (50 kilobytes out of 1 MB block space [9]), so we can with reasonable certainty

conclude that transactions are included into a block based solely on their transaction fee per kilobyte.

In order to prevent double-spends, most Bitcoin payments are considered finalwhen a correspond-

ing transaction gains a necessary number of confirmations, e.g. 6. Thus, the less the transaction fee,

the longer it takes to confirm the payment. Transactions with no fee or with a fee substantially lower

than average can still be included into a block; however, there may be an unpredictable delay. Fur-

thermore, if the transaction fee per kilobyte is lower than theminrelaytxfee setting of some nodes in

the network, the transactionmay not be relayed at all. If a more restrictingminrelaytxfee value is set

by a mining node, the transaction would not be included into any blocks created by the correspond-

ing Bitcoin notary, as it would never enter the pool of transactions eligible for inclusion into a block.

Thus, increasingminrelaytxfee is a natural way to make spam attacks on the Bitcoin network more

expensive. In light of spam attacks in 2015, changes have been made to Bitcoin Core in order to regu-

late the minimum acceptable transaction fee dynamically depending on the number of unconfirmed

transactions [10].

2 Off-chain Transactions

An off-chain transaction is the movement of value in bitcoins, which is not recorded on the Bitcoin

blockchain [11]. This type of transactions is already widely utilized by Bitcoin wallet services and

exchanges such as Coinbase [12], Circle [13] and ChangeTip [14]. Some estimates are that off-chain

transactions constitute as many as 90–99% of all Bitcoin transactions as of June 2015 [15]. Off-chain

transactions have several advantages compared to ordinary Bitcoin transactions recorded directly on

the blockchain:

• immediate confirmation instead of an approximately 1 hour wait for on-chain transactions

• lower transaction fees, which makes off-chain transactions more suitable for micropayments

• better scalability for a high volume of transactions.

Some transactions are driven off-chain because of the limitations placed on transactions by the Bitcoin

protocol (e.g., by rules defining standard transaction types). These transactions could be secured on-

chain by establishing agreements between the off-chain services and Bitcoin notaries.
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Themain drawback of existing off-chain payment services is their centralization; the users of such

services have no guarantee their funds are safe in the service. Two major efforts to launch decentral-

ized or federated1 off-chain payment infrastructure are

• pegged sidechains [16]

• Lightning [17].

Lightning (Fig. 2) could become a crucial development in the Bitcoin ecosystem, as it would pro-

vide a means for decentralized, peer-to-peer instant payments among Bitcoin users, the security of

which would still be guaranteed by the Bitcoin network. The core idea behind Lightning is the follow-

ing: if there exists a stable stream of blockchain-based payments between two parties (e.g., an online

streaming content provider and its user), intermediate transactions do not need to be recorded on the

blockchain. The only transactions that need to be recorded are the initial funding transaction and

the transaction closing the payment channel (either by agreement of the parties or forced by unco-

operative behavior of one of the parties). Lightning provides a high degree of scalability in the form

of hashed timelock contracts (HTLCs). HTLCs allow parties to trustlessly use intermediate network

nodes in payment channels, which would make it unnecessary to establish a direct payment channel

between each pair of parties.

..Alice. Bob. Carol.

Payment channel network

..

Bitcoin
blockchain
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intermediate
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Figure 2: Organization of a payment channel network on top of the Bitcoin blockchain

To ensure security, off-chain solutions would still need to be pegged to the Bitcoin blockchain;

thus, the security of off-chain payments depends on the security of the underlying blockchain. As off-

chain transactions do not pay fees directly, several other ways to fund network security have been

proposed [18] in the case that most transactions are performed off the blockchain, including:

1Federated system in this context is understood as a system operated cooperatively by several independent, mutually

distrusting entities [16].
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• high fees for pegging on-chain transactions

• in the case of payment channels: forced channel close-out periods related to the due date of

refund transactions

• direct payments to known Bitcoin notaries

• assurance contracts [19] in the form of collective donations.

As Bitcoin is presently a system for consumer-to-consumer and, to a lesser degree, consumer-to-

business payments, it has an opportunity to capture the emergingmarket of decentralized peer-to-peer

services among consumers and small businesses. In this context, the Bitcoin network and protocols

built on top of it could provide the technological basis for the following opportunities:

• online payments, micropayments and ubiquitous payments

• machine-to-machine payments / Internet of Things innovations

• services for unbanked

• international money transfer and remittances.

As consumer-to-business and especially consumer-to-consumer markets necessitate decentralization

of payment processing and trustlessness to achieve global scale, Bitcoin could be a vital technology

with regards to thesemarkets. Besides largely eliminating the need for trusted intermediaries, Bitcoin

could also provide these markets with greater divisibility suitable for micropayments and availabil-

ity of permissioned environments on top of the Bitcoin infrastructure (e.g., colored coin protocols or

permissioned sidechains).

Expansion of Internet of Things and advent of machine-to-machine payments could become a ma-

jor force behind the adoption of blockchain technology [20]. Bitcoin infrastructure in this context

could provide a neutral, permissionless, tested, fully open and transparent blockchain. According to

various estimates, there will be 20–50 billion devices connected to the Internet by 2020, which would

generate on the order of $100 billion annual revenue (Table 1). By the 2020s, blockchain integration

could become a simple and inexpensive process given the present trend of replacing single-purpose

embedded systems with multi-purpose system-on-chip architectures and single-board computers. In

these systems, blockchain support could be added after the device is delivered to a customer, e.g. in an

over-the-air update or with a dedicated application. Most blockchain-enabled devices would use the

simplified payment verification mode [1], which requires little computational and storage resources;

more powerful systems could run the full blockchain node stack, e.g. for mining or providing infras-

tructure.

Blockchain technology would provide the medium for two categories of device transactions [30]:

• Asset transfer and value transactions, which would provide monetization services for the In-

ternet of Things (rental, sharing, insurance, lending / borrowing, etc.)

• Asset operations transactions, which would establish connectivity and management services

(authorization, management, reporting, etc.).
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Table 1: Numerical estimates of Internet of Things

Author Year Indicator Value Link

Gartner 2020 number of devices 25 billion [21]

Gartner 2020 incremental revenue $300 billion [22]

ABI Research 2020 number of devices 40.9 billion [23]

Cisco 2020 number of devices 50 billion [24]

Cisco 2024 incremental revenue $19 trillion [24]

IDC 2020 spending $1.7 trillion [25]

Accenture 2019 coverage 69% [26]

Machina Research 2023 annual revenue $700 billion [27]

IHS Automotive 2020 number of devices 18 billion [28]

IHS Automotive 2020 number of connected cars 152 million [28]

Navigant Research 2022 number of smart meters 1 billion [29]

Blockchains would provide capabilities that are difficult to achieve with a centralized approach, such

as direct customer-to-customer rental and lending services, decentralized authorization, automated

location-based payments, etc. Most IoT transactions could be performed off-chain in a peer-to-peer

fashion using Lightning or a similar mesh network built on top of the Bitcoin blockchain. For data

transactions, the use of anchored document-based sidechains would bemore appropriate (these kinds

of blockchains are currently being explored e.g. by Factom [31]).

Another potential use case of off-chain transactions is financial services. Financial institutions

have shown interest in using blockchains in their infrastructure. While they have shown interest pri-

marily to build permissioned blockchains (i.e., blockchains, in which there is a limited list of transac-

tion processors with known identities), there are several potential ways to integrate these blockchains

with Bitcoin, including

• colored coin protocols for digital asset transfer on top of the Bitcoin blockchain

• usage of known transaction processors for Bitcoin transactions

• merged mining [32] and blockchain anchoring [33] to secure permissioned chains via Bitcoin

mining

• pegged sidechains enabling the use of Bitcoin as a monetary transfer service or as a medium for

clearing operations among permissioned sidechains.

Because financial institutions require security of their transactions, financial applications could

become a valuable source of transaction fees as Bitcoin is adopted for use in these applications.
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3 Estimating Aggregate Transaction Fees

3.1 Lower Bound for Transaction Fees

Transaction fees have been steadily rising since June 2015 [34]. Currently, the amount of transaction

fees collected per day is approximately 25 bitcoins (Fig. 3), or about 0.17 bitcoins per block (Fig. 4),

which constitutes less than 1% of the overall incentives being earned by Bitcoin notaries. Transaction

fees in the future could be estimated using amathematical model proposed in the paper, A transaction

fee market exists without a block size limit [35]. According to the model, a rational Bitcoin notary

maximizing his profit would include transactions based on their marginal fee (i.e., approximately the

same algorithm as used now in mining). Including more transactions into a block is offset by the risk

that the block would propagate slower because of its size and become stale2, as there is a risk that

another block would be discovered at the same time and adopted by more network nodes. Thus, if

transaction fees are lower than a certain limit, a rational Bitcoin notary would not include them into

a block.

Let M denote an amount of transaction fees, and Q denote the block size. To determine transac-

tions which would be included into a block, a rational Bitcoin notary builds two curves in the MQ

plane.

Definition 1. The mempool demand curve Md(Q) determines the maximum amount of fees that can

be added into a block with the size Q based on transactions from the mempool. This curve is built

by sorting transactions by decreasing fee density (fee per transaction size in bytes) and calculating

cumulative size and fees.

Let {fi}ni=1 and {si}ni=1 denote fees and sizes of transactions in the mempool respectively. Assume

transactions are sorted by decreasing fee density:

f1
s1

⩾ f2
s2

⩾ . . . ⩾ fn
sn

.

Let

∀i = 1, . . . , n Si =

i∑
j=1

sj ; S0 = 0.

Then the mempool demand curve is defined as

Md(0) = 0; ∀i = 1, . . . , n Md(Si) =

i∑
j=1

fi.

The curve is linearly interpolated on intervals (Si, Si+1), i = 0, . . . , n− 1.

Definition 2. The block space supply curveMs(Q) determines the amount of fees a miner requires to

be compensated for the increased risk of orphaning associated with larger block sizes.

2Stale blocks [36] are valid Bitcoin blocks not included into the consensus Bitcoin blockchain. The miner of a stale block

essentially wastes his resources, as he cannot not spend the reward for that block on the consensus blockchain. Stale blocks

are different from orphaned blocks, which are blocks with no known parent.
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The block space supply curve can be approximated [35] as

Ms(Q) = R
(
exp

(IQ
T

)
−1

)
, (1)

where

• R is the block reward (currently, 25 bitcoins)

• I is the impedance of the block propagation over the Bitcoin network (estimated in [35] to be

approximately 7.6 seconds / megabyte)

• T is the expected time between blocks (10 minutes)

This results in the current estimate Ms ≈ 0.16 bitcoins for 0.5 megabyte blocks, which is close to the

observed value (Fig. 5). Note that the causes of network impedance are not limited to the bandwidth

of Internet channels. As blocks become larger, validating the contents of the block (e.g., the block’s

Merkle root [38] and digital signatures of transactions) also takes more time.
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Figure 5: Transaction fee, averaged on a daily and weekly basis

The optimal size of a block Q∗ can be calculated by solving the optimization problem

Q∗ = argmax
Q

(
Md(Q)−Ms(Q)

)
⇔ ∂Md

∂Q
(Q∗) =

∂Ms

∂Q
(Q∗).

Together with (1), this gives us the number of transactions that should be accepted into the block:

i∗ = max
{
i :

fi
si

>
IR

T
exp

(ISi

T

)}
. (2)
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As {fi/si} is non-increasing and the marginal supply strictly increases with i, the equation (2) has no

more than one solution. In the case the set in the right part of the equation is empty, a rational Bitcoin

notary should create a block with no transactions (i∗ = 0).

Supply and demand curves built based on blockchain data (Fig. 6, 7) show that the current behavior

of Bitcoin notaries is partially altruistic, as they include into blocks transactions with lesser fee density

than specified by Equation (2). As for small blocks

IR

T
exp

(ISi

T

)
≈ IR

T
,

the current default fee density d0 = 10 satoshis / byte corresponds to the block propagation impedance

I0 ≈ Td0/R ≈ 2.5 s / MB, which is significantly lower than the observed value. On the other hand, the

fee density implied by (2) (≈30 satoshis per byte) is already satisfied for most small transactions.

Figure 7 shows that the transaction fees market is actively developing: althoughmost transactions

are still included into blocks altruistically, the percentage of transactions paying a market fee has in-

creased from 22% to 37% in the last 6 months.

Block space supply (1) can be used to estimate absolute minimum transaction fees based on the

average block size and block propagation impedance (Table 2; actual amount of fees could be substan-

tially higher as we show in the following sections). Consider the following values for a medium-term

estimation of the fee amount in the beginning of 2020:

• The block reward is planned to be cut in half in July 2016: R = 12.5 bitcoins.

• The expected time between the blocks will remain the same.

• Network impedance is expected to decrease 17.7% per year [39], which implies I ≈ 7.6/1.175 ≈

3.47 seconds per megabyte. Although faster block relay can be implemented with various tech-

niques (such as Bitcoin Relay Network [40] or invertible Bloom lookup tables [41]), we do not

consider them in the fee calculations, as their adoption would change the incentives of Bitcoin

notaries.

Table 2: Estimated minimum transaction fees that would compensate orphaning risks by the beginning of 2020

(the impedance I ≈ 3.5 s / MB)

Block size, MB Size growth per

year, %

Fee / block, BTC Fee, % of block

reward

Orphan rate, %

1.1 17.1 0.08 0.64 0.63

2.2 34.5 0.16 2.76 1.26

6.4 66.5 0.47 5.86 3.63

16 100 1.21 9.79 8.83

32 130 2.54 14.0 16.9
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We consider the following values of the block size Q:

• Q = 1.175 ≈ 2.2megabytes is the maximum block size in 2020 according to Peter Wuille’s block

size regulation proposal [39].

• Q = 2.2/2 = 1.1 megabytes is the average block size according to the same proposal under

the assumption that it would be equal to approximately half of the maximum, as it is the case

currently.

• Similarly,Q = 32MB andQ = 16MB are the maximum and the estimated average block sizes in

2020 set by Gavin Andresen’s BIP 101 [42]. 32megabytes is also themaximum size of a block that

could be relayed in a single message according to the peer-to-peer protocol utilized in Bitcoin.

• Q = 0.5 · (0.5/0.3)5 ≈ 6.4megabytes corresponds to the observed increase of the average block

size [37] from 0.3megabytes to 0.5megabytes in a span of 1 year (September 2014 – September

2015), provided that the trend continues for the next five years.

Table 2 includes the estimated orphan rate 1−exp(−IQ/T ). The orphan rate becomes too high for

16 MB and 32 MB blocks; blocks of this size would necessitate changes to the Bitcoin protocol in order

to diminish network impedance I . Invertible Bloom lookup tables, Bitcoin Relay Network and other

Bitcoin scalability efforts could be capable of reducing the block relay impedance to I ⩽ 0.1 s / MB.

This would mean an acceptable orphan rate of 2–3% for 100–200 MB blocks, which correspond to

the global adoption of Lightning [17]. Acceptable transaction throughput capacity could also be par-

tially achieved by processing a portion of transactions on sidechains pegged to the Bitcoin blockchain

and / or by scalability efforts (the GHOST protocol [43], treechains [44]) diminishing the role of block

orphaning in miners’ risks.

The model described above is based on the assumption that Bitcoin notaries can vary the size of

transaction blockswithin a sufficientlywide interval. If this is not the case (e.g., if themaximumallow-

able block size is significantly lower than the demand created by transactions), transaction fees will be

growing until excessive transactions are pushed off-chain and the transaction throughput reaches the

supply of blockchain space provided by Bitcoin notaries. This scenario is difficult to analyze quantita-

tively, as, excluding short spikes in transaction volume caused by “stress tests” conducted in June, July

and September of 2015 [45], the supply of blockchain space has always been higher than the demand

placed on it.

The other factor not considered by the model is the marginal cost of maintaining the blockchain,

which depends on the blockchain size and, thus, on the block size Q. As the block size has remained

relatively small since Bitcoin’s inception, it is difficult to draw any conclusion as to how much the

growth of the block sizewould influence the cost ofmining operations; however, it is quite clear that in

the case of growth of transaction throughput, transaction fees would need to be raised to compensate

for Bitcoin notaries’ expenses. Whether or not the block size is limited by the protocol, blockchain

space is a scarce resource, which facilitates the development of the transaction fee market.

Similarly, the above analysis would not apply if Bitcoin transactions are largely performed off-
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chain as described in Section 2. In this case, fees on the remaining transactions would need to be

raised in order to diminish the possibility of spam attacks on the network. In all off-chain payment

methods pegged to the Bitcoin blockchain, spam attacks would constitute a major security issue, as

they would complicate timely settlement of financial contracts between parties.

3.2 Bitcoin Exchange Rate

The Bitcoin exchange rate can be modeled on the proposition that the value of a network system de-

pends on the number of its users. We use the version of the network value law [46] stating that the

network value is proportional to n logn, with n denoting the number of users. (The original law for-

mulated by R. Metcalfe [47] states that the network value is proportional to n2; our estimate is based

on assumptions that more closely match empirical data). In the case of Bitcoin,

• the value of the network can be measured by the market capitalization of Bitcoin [48]. The capi-

talization translates into exchange rate as the amount of the currency is defined algorithmically

(see Section 1.1).

• the measure of network participation n is the number of unique Bitcoin addresses [49] used

during a certain time interval.

For both the market capitalization and the number of unique addresses, we use daily values averaged

over calendar months.

The network participation can be estimated using quadratic function depending on time (Fig. 8).

The estimate yields approximately 1.2 million addresses in use per day in 2020, i.e., 4.7 times the

present value.
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Next, we use linear regression to determine the relationship between network effect factor n logn

and the market capitalization. We use values since August 2010 to May 2013 as the training set; we be-

lieve that the values of market capitalization since the second half of 2013 until the beginning of 2015

have a speculative nature and do not reflect the value of the network. The resulting model (Fig. 9) has

a satisfactory coefficient of determination r2 ≈ 76% on the training set. The Bitcoin market capital-

ization is estimated to be $23.5 billion in December 2020, which corresponds to the exchange rate of

$1,270 per bitcoin. This estimate together with the lower bound estimate of transaction fees (0.5 bit-

coins per block) yields the minimum amount of Bitcoin notaries’ incentives at

(12.5 + 0.5) · 144 · $1267 ≈ $2.4million per day.
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Figure 9: Network effect factor n logn and the Bitcoin exchange rate. Values up to October 2015 are actual;

later values are based on the quadratic estimation of the network participation factor n and on the linear

relationship betweenmarket capitalization and the network effect factor. As the Bitcoin supply grows with

time, the estimated exchange rate is not precisely proportional to the estimated network effect factor.

The estimate above does not take into account innovative uses of the Bitcoin blockchain, e.g. in

IoT applications; we consider these applications in the following sections. Arguably, the number of

blockchain-enabled IoT devices would not correspond to the effective number of network users n one-

to-one, as the devices form amore closed subsystem. Assuming that the effective Bitcoin participation

factor would reach n = 107 in as soon as 2020, the estimated Bitcoin exchange rate would rise to

$12,100 / BTC; this value corresponds to theminimum aggregate amount of notarial incentives of $22.6

million per day.

3.3 Emerging Bitcoin Applications

In all estimates below, we assume that the amount of notarial incentives [50] is approximately propor-

tional to the transaction volume [51] and that this correlation is maintained when transaction volume
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is partially performed off-chain. The ratio of the notarial incentives to the value of the transaction

volume currently equals ≈1%; it will likely remain the same or slightly decrease to 0.8–0.9% in the

medium term.

Assume there would be 25 billion devices constituting the Internet of Things in 2020, close to the

lower bound of estimates referenced in Section 2. If 80% of these devices would be capable of block-

chain support (i.e., they would be based on multi-purpose programmable platforms such as ARM

chips), and 5% of these devices would actually use the Bitcoin blockchain or related infrastructure

for transactions, there would be 25 · 0.8 · 0.05 = 1 billion of blockchain-enabled devices by 2020. Ad-

ditionally, we use the following assumptions [30]:

• Each device performs a value transaction each month (i.e., 12 transactions per year). Average

transaction value would be quite small, as the emerging consumer-to-consumer market brings

more small opportunities than centralized markets. We use the average value of $5 per value

transaction.

• Each device performs an operational transaction each day (i.e., 365 transactions per year). The

average value of a single operational transaction is lower than for value transactions; we use the

average value of $0.1 per operational transaction.

Thus, the total value of the annual transaction volume of blockchain-enabled devices is

109 · (12 · $5 + 365 · $0.1) ≈ $100 billion.

With the notarial incentives equal to 1% of the value of the transaction volume, this implies notarial

incentives of $2.7 million daily.

Another estimate corresponds to the wide adoption of blockchain technology in IoT, which could

be achieved by 2025–2030:

• There would be at least 10 billion blockchain-aware devices

• Each device would perform 1 value transaction per week (i.e., 52 transactions per year).

These assumptions yield the value of the annual transaction volume

1010 · (52 · $5 + 365 · $0.1) ≈ $3 trillion,

which translates to the notarial incentives of approximately $81 million daily.

Similar estimates could be obtained using the amount of consumer-to-consumer payments esti-

mated by a Wedbush Securities report on Bitcoin [52]. These kinds of Bitcoin payments are estimated

to be $125 billion in 2020, which equates to approximately $3.4 million daily notarial incentives. By

using the samemethodology, the daily amount of notarial incentives related to consumer-to-consumer

transactions is estimated to rise to $65 million by 2025.

Although financial institutions currently are cautious about the use of the Bitcoin and other per-

missionless blockchains in financial applications, the development of a sizable consumer-to-consumer
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market with high revenue opportunities would help them embrace the technology. If the value of the

transaction volume generated by financial institutions adopting Bitcoin is equal to $1 billion per day

by 2020–2025 (which is 13 times the present volume and is equal to 7.8% of daily payments volume

processed by Visa [53]), the notarial incentives associated with these transactions would be equal to

$11.5 million. $1 billion per day of Bitcoin transactions can be viewed as conservative, as the World

Economic Forum report [54] estimates that by 2027, transactions representing 10% of the global gross

domestic product (i.e., order of $10 trillion) will be stored using blockchain technology.

3.4 Role of Transaction Fees in Bitcoin Security

According to the previously discussed estimates of the bitcoin exchange rate and the value of Bitcoin

transaction volume, transaction fees are estimated to play the increasing role in the notarial incentives

(Table 3). Current transaction velocity [55] of Bitcoin is approximately 6 / year, which is consistentwith

the values in Table 3. The sources of the transaction fee growth would be

• growing number of applications using the Bitcoin blockchain or related blockchain technologies,

which would also support an increasing bitcoin value

• increasing Bitcoin velocity, provided by the growing role of consumer-to-consumer and IoT-

related applications.

Table 3: Role of transaction fees in the notarial incentives according to various plausible values of Bitcoin trans-

action velocity, which agree with estimations of the incentives from Section 3.3. The calculations are based

on the ratio of the notarial incentives to the value of the transaction volume of 1%.

Year Base

assumptions

Velocity

of Bitcoin,

year−1

Annual tx

volume,

$ billion

Daily notarial

incentives, $ million

Daily tx

fees,

$ million

Fees, % of

incentives

2020 1 BTC = $1,270; 4.7 110 3 0.7 24

12.5 BTC 6.3 146 4 1.7 43

block reward 7.8 183 5 2.7 54

2025– 1 BTC= $12,100; 3.8 913 25 19 78

2028 3.125 BTC 6.1 1,460 40 34 86

block reward 7.6 1,825 50 44 89

11.4 2,738 75 69 93

While in the short term, growth of the notarial incentives would be primarily the result of the

increasing bitcoin exchange rate (caused by expanding Bitcoin applications and increasing the value

stored on the Bitcoin blockchain), this link should diminish with the stabilization of Bitcoin ecosystem

and dominance of transaction fees in the total notarial incentives. Under these assumptions, the in-

centives would chiefly depend on supply and demand of payment methods provided by Bitcoin and

its competitors.
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4 Conclusion

The incentives in the formof block rewards and transaction fees play an important role inmaintaining

the security of the Bitcoin network andpreventing blockchain reorganization attacks. Transaction fees

provide a means to prioritize inclusion of transactions into the blockchain, as well as an unobtrusive

mechanism to contribute to the security of the Bitcoin network for Bitcoin users (i.e., to its protection

against blockchain reorganizations and denial of service attacks).

While the focus on consumer-centric payments is likely to persist for Bitcoin in the short term, due

to the limited supply of bitcoins and inadequacy of blockchains for real-time transaction processing,

the Bitcoin blockchain could eventually be used as ameans for settlement and clearing among permis-

sionless (e.g. payment channels) and permissioned (e.g. sidechains) applications operating on top of it.

That is, Bitcoin and other permissionless blockchains could act as the base layer of the next-generation

financial ecosystem. With the advent of high-level trustless real-time infrastructure on top of the Bit-

coin blockchain, fees on the remaining transactions could be substantially raised in order to prevent

transaction spam attacks and to facilitate the transition of end customers to new services. Transaction

fees would increase due to the growing demand on the limited blockchain space.

Machine-to-machine / Internet of Things payments could become amajor driver of the value of the

Bitcoin network, as blockchain technology provides opportunities to establish a ubiquitous payment

infrastructure and an immutable data store for the Internet of Things. Decentralized consumer-to-

consumer markets powered by the Bitcoin blockchain and related technologies could grow to trillions

of US dollars.

The trajectory of growth of notarial incentives in Bitcoin is difficult to estimate. Emerging decen-

tralized payment mechanisms (e.g., sidechains and Lightning) could push most current Bitcoin trans-

actions off-chain, with remaining transactions representing high-value operations such as contract

funding, settlement and clearing. Both consumer-to-consumer payments and use of Bitcoin in finan-

cial applications could provide substantial sources of the notarial incentives in the medium term. The

notarial incentives are estimated at $5–10 million daily by 2020 (which is five to ten times more than

the present value) and at $50–100 million daily by 2025. By 2020, transaction fees could constitute

50% or more of the notarial incentives due to increasing velocity of Bitcoin and the increased value

secured with the Bitcoin blockchain; the amount of transaction fees as a percentage of total incentives

could grow to 80–90% by 2025. The growth would be achieved due to both the increase in transaction

fees and the growing Bitcoin exchange rate. With the stabilization of Bitcoin markets and the increas-

ing role of transaction fees in notarial incentives, the role of the Bitcoin exchange rate is expected to

diminish.
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